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Calgary to unveil Canada’s largest runway

n June 14 and 15 the Calgary Airport Authority
will be celebrating the grand opening of
Canada’s longest airport runway, which spans
14,000 feet, or 5 km. According to the Calgary
International Airport’s Twitter page, 500,000 cubic
metres of gravel was brought in and 7.5 million cubic
metres of earth was moved to build the new runway.
As well, the new airport runway will be 38 football
fields long in length.
With this in mind, the Calgary Airport Authority
has invited Calgarians to participate in the Run and
Roam the Runway event. Both events promise fun
and excitement for the whole family as Calgarians get
the chance to run or roam the new runway.

Calgary journal online
Editor’s picks

the FIVE longest runways
in the world

Negative Earth: A video profile about a local
up-and-coming Calgary band.

Bamda Airport
1 Qamdo
Tibet, China

Soul Café : Christian band Standing Stones
raises awareness for charities and musicians
in unique monthly event.

18,045 feet

Airport
2 Ramenskoye
Moscow, Russia

Calgary game developers compete for
national award : The Calgary board game
community is strong and a threat to win at
Canadian Game Design Awards.
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Vostochny Airport
3 Ulyanovsk
Ulyanovsk, Russia

Inside the locker room as a gay athlete:
Profile on Dwight Efford, a recreational
hockey player who came out.

16,405 feet
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4 Shigatse
Shigatse, Tibet, China
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Unidade Gaviao Peixoto Airport
5 Embraer
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Food truck of the month:
perogy boyz
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Streeters
“how worried are you about another flood in 2014?”

J
“For me, I’m just thinking about statistics,
probality, how it happening two years in a
row might not be likely.”
Steve Leong

“I know there’s a lot of rain usually in June
in Calgary but I don’t think I’m really
worried.”
		
Kyuho Choi
photos by quinton amundson/Calgary Journal

“Thereisalwayspotentialforflooding,butIdon’tthink
we will have anything happen as traumatic as last year.”
			
Erin Kordich

“I am very worried. There is a lot of snow in the
mountains, and if we get consistent rain again, I
think it will happen.”
Dianne Richards
photos by paulina liwski/Calgary Journal

photo courtesy of DEB LAWTON

une’s Food Truck of the Month, Perogy Boyz, is
one of the very first food trucks to hit the road in
Calgary. Having been in service for three years, the
food truck was started by three friends who passed
it on to the current owners, Deb Lawton and Jim
Nikiforuk.
Perogy Boyz quickly became a hit in the city,
being voted No. 1 by Fast Forward Magazine and the
Calgary Herald Readers Choice Awards. Living up to
its namesake, Perogy Boyz serves traditional Eastern
European-inspired street food, including, but not
limited to, perogies, kielbasa and borscht.
“Perogy Boyz is about bringing some good, hearty
Eastern European comfort food, and we add our own
little flair to it, to kind of get the urban feel to it,” said
Lawton, co-owner and business artist. “We’re always
trying to add new things, and experiment with stuff. “
The food truck’s sausage is made in Calgary and all
the meat, both pork and beef, is from Alberta.
Lawton believes Calgary is an “exciting place for
food trucks because people really embrace the food
truck culture.”
“People really enjoy having good food brought to
them, and that’s what the food trucks are about.”
Lawton’s current favourite item on the menu is the
brie and basil perogy combo. Check their website,
perogyboyz.com, to see where their next location
will be.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Government of Alberta aims
to keep province mussel-free

Invasive mussels can cause heavy ecological and economic damage
QUINTON AMUNDSON
qamundson@cjournal.ca
ot only does Alberta strive to be rat-free, the province is also trying to stay
mussels-free, the zebra and quagga species in particular.
Provincial officials say allowing these aquatic species to ever settle here
would be a mistake — a multi-million dollar mistake. “We have done economic
assessments and we believe that if we do nothing, and they (mussels) became
established in Alberta, we would lose about $75 million annually,” says Kate Wilson,
the aquatic invasive species program co-ordinator at Alberta Environment and
Sustainable Resource Development.
An online report, created by Wilson, details the $75-million annual cost of an
invasive mussel infestation:

N
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power generation: $5,938,487
Drinking water systems: $20,839,921
Boat maintenance: $390,600
Recreational fishing: $21,830,892
Water management structures: $8,841,373
Water diversion intakes: $3,910,000
Property value: $13,789,500

The reason invasive mussels are an economically damaging species is because
of their ability to stick to things.
“Irrigation districts are major stakeholders in this issue because if we were to
have an infestation that affected them they would have to potentially shut down
operations, clean out their pipes and replace pipes,”Wilson says.
Quagga and zebra mussels are also ecologically destructive because they are
filter feeders. These species have the ability to remove nutrients in any body of
water they enter, and as a result make the water sterile so fish have no food to eat.
“It is interesting that in the last couple of years people have realized that mussels
are ‘discriminate feeders,’” Wilson says. “They can ingest all these nutrients and
excrete the bad ones including blue-green algae, which contributes to toxic algae
blooms.”
Within the last year, Alberta has had eight close calls with mussel-infected boats
almost entering the province. During summer and winter, Albertans take their
boats to popular southwest U.S. lakes, including Lake Mead near Las Vegas, Lake
Pleasant near Phoenix, and Lake Powell in Utah. Canadians also buy boats from
the United States that may be filled with mussels.
Fortunately, the states of Wyoming, Montana, Washington, Idaho and Oregon
have stringent regulations forcing boaters to stop at water inspection stations
when entering or leaving the state to check and see if mussels are attached. The
work done at these stations has helped Alberta remain mussel-free up to now.
The province is also taking action in a five-pronged approach:
• Inspections for mussels are taking place on major highways along the eastern
and southern border.
• Monitor up to 70 bodies of water for mussels and will conduct different forms
of water sampling
• A protocol has been formulated so that when an infected boat is found a quick
response can include cleaning the boat with hot water to remove mussels.
There is also a hotline, 1-855-336-BOAT (2628), for people to call in case they
fear mussels are attached to their boats.
• A campaign called “Clean, Drain, Dry Your Boat” is starting this month.
• It is illegal to transport zebra and quagga mussels in the province. Any fishery
officer can request a boat inspection and cleaning to take place.
The province is amplifying its efforts partially due to the fact zebra mussels were
found in four Lake Winnipeg harbours in October 2013.
4
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Mussels are economically damaging because of their ability to adhere to objects.
This propeller has been fouled by quagga mussels.

Map courtesy of Alberta ESRD

Pictured: The 2014 U.S. Geological Survey map detailing where mussels are
located in Canada and the U.S. Red dots are zebra mussel occurrences; green
dots are for quagga mussels; yellow signifies both and a blue square means the
mussels have been eradicated.
The Manitoba government is attempting to remove the mussels using liquid
potash. The four harbours will remain closed until this project is completed
sometime in the middle of June. “The mussels have not been established in the
province long enough yet to cause real damage so we have an opportunity to
combat this problem,” says Rob Nedotiafko, co-ordinator of Lake Winnipeg’s zebra
mussel treatment and control project. B.C. is also a popular boating destination
and while the province has remained mussel-free, there have been close calls.
“There was an infested boat in 2012 that was reported,” said Gail Wallin, executive
director of B.C.’s invasive species council in an email. “The provincial government,
federal government and invasive species council worked hard to detain, inspect
and clean the boat.”
Wilson says being aware of the problem makes a huge difference in mussels
being kept out of Alberta.
“I believe that this issue is 90 per cent solvable through education. If people
understand the issue, and what they can do to prevent the spread of aquatic
invasives, that will get us largely where we want to be.”

City

City Council advocates for role in
community mailbox placement decisions

City wants to liaise with Canada Post on where new boxes should be inserted in communities

C

PAULINA LIWSKI
pliwski@cjournal.ca

algary city councillors say they have a
better idea of where community mailboxes
should be placed throughout the city
compared to an organization headquartered
in Ottawa.
Council voted at its May 12 meeting to work
with Canada Post to help determine where
community mailboxes will be placed.
This decision comes in response to the fact that
door-to-door mail delivery will be suspended in
four Calgary neighbourhoods this fall.
City council members are worried about
where these potential mailboxes will go and
what significant impacts they will bring.
Falconridge, Castleridge, Erin Woods and
Dover are the four Calgary communities
chosen — falling under the postal codes of T3J
and T2B — to test the community mailboxes.
A Canada Post fact sheet states these
communities were selected because other
communities that already have mailboxes
surround them. These surrounding
communities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coventry Hills
Saddleridge
Taradale
Coral Springs
Monterey Park
Applewood

Canada Post announced last year that it
would be stopping door-to-door delivery
because Canadians are mailing fewer and
fewer letters. It was also decided it would be
more economically viable to deliver mail to
community mailboxes than delivering it to
someone’s personal mailbox.
Ward 1 Coun. Ward Sutherland is concerned
where the community mailboxes will go in
older, established communities. He says the
boxes in newer communities were designed for
land obligation uses, but that is not the case
in older communities.
“If it (the mailbox) was a part of someone’s
property, they (the property owner) would
be responsible for the maintenance of it,”
Sutherland says.
Canada Post ’s mandate regarding
community boxes states the boxes can be
placed or relocated in any public place,
including the public roadway. This also goes
for any receptacle or device that is used for the
collection, delivery or storage of mail.
Ward 3 Coun. Jim Stevenson also expressed

Photo by Paulina Liwski/calgary journal

Rick Anderson, a Canada Post mail carrier, is against the placement of community mailboxes in
Calgary, especially in Falconridge, the neighbourhood where he delivers mail.
his concerns about the placement of
community boxes.
He states if Canada Post has the power to put
the boxes anywhere they like on city property,
then it would become a real big problem.
“That they (Canada Post) can’t put it on the
sidewalk so they would have to put it beside
the sidewall,” says Stevenson. “Therefore, it
would be in the right-of-way on somebody’s
property and I think would create a lot of
concerns.”
Stevenson adds that in his neighbourhood,
many community mailboxes have been
placed on property owned by the community
association so that they aren’t placed directly
in front of a person’s home.
While councillors are worried about the
placement of community mailboxes, the reality
is that rural communities such as Airdrie and
Cochrane have been using them for a long time.
The city will also work to prioritize yearround accessibility for seniors and persons
with disabilities.
Sutherland says he has received numerous
calls from seniors on this issue.
They have been asking “where they (the
mailboxes) will be placed and how far away the
boxes will be for people who don’t drive and etc.”
Affected neighbourhood residents are not the
only people opposed to the community mailboxes.
“Community mailboxes are a form of postal

transformation and by placing them in certain
communities, it makes their work as a mail
carrier harder,” says Rick Anderson, a mail
carrier in Calgary.
“It doesn’t make sense that other countries
(like Germany and Japan) are increasing their
postal services while Canada is winding its down.”
Robert Scobel, the organizing officer of the
Canadian Postal Workers Calgary Local, shares
the same view as Anderson.
He states the union is concerned that Canada
Post decided to go ahead with a new method
of delivery to Canadians but without, he
claims, any consultation.
“Before Canada’s post office starts changing
in such a dramatic fashion, Canadians have a
right to have their say in what kind of post
office Canada Post becomes,” Scobel says.
Ward 11 Coun. Brian Pincott is adamant
the City of Calgary needs to be involved
with Canada Post to figure out where the
community boxes will go and that they are
doing community consultations the way the
city would do.
Pincott says Canada Post “needs to do
consultations on the ground in Calgary, in the
neighborhoods.”
Pincott adds the decision cannot be made
“in Ottawa, with the minister of public works
who may have or may not have heard of
Canada Post, or Calgary for that matter.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Flood preparedness 2014

What the city and province are doing to prepare for another potential disaster

photo courtesy of the city of calgary

The City of Calgary declared a state of emergency on June 20, 2013 after heavy rainfall and flooding resulting in the closure of the downtown core and
surrounding communities.

W

zoë choy zchoy@cjournal.ca
PAULINA LIWSKI pliwski@cjournal.ca
QUINTON AMUNDSON qamundson@cjournal.ca

ith the upcoming anniversary of the June
2013 flood, tensions may be rising in
anticipation of another disaster. Parts of
Calgary are still in repair, buildings are still damaged
and the city is still rattled from last year’s flood.
But the city is also getting prepared.
Christine Arthurs, manager of Flood Recovery
Operations for Calgary, says the city’s main concern
is keeping residents safe.
“Our top priority for the flood season is protection
of citizens. We have purchased extra response
equipment from money provided to us from the
province in order to be able to react effectively if we
are faced with a flood again,” said Arthurs.
“We have been doing a lot of mitigation projects
already, but people have to realize that some projects
take time and planning and many things can’t happen
overnight,” said Arthurs. “We want to be responsible
and thoughtful in planning these projects.”
Currently, the city is working to complete 30 high
priority projects that include additional protection
for private infrastructure, storm drainage upgrades,
improvements for water intake and upgrades to
erosion sites around riverbanks.
The city has also held public awareness workshops
and released informational videos detailing efforts in
flood recovery and participation.
In the event of another flood, the city has a plan
6
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that includes deploying temporary barriers such as
berms and sandbags at critical locations.
There will also be an attempt to manage the flow
from the Glenmore reservoir, and where available, to
close gates on stormwater outfalls preventing river
water from entering the storm sewer system.
What the Province is doing

With the introduction of Bill 27 on Oct. 28, the Alberta
government aimed to lessen flood damage in the
case of another massive flood.
The bill outlined seven amendments to the Municipal
Government Act and the Emergency Management
Act. They include a ban on future developments in
floodways, increased funding for mitigation efforts, and
an increase in the provincial state of emergency from 14
days to 28 before they expire or need to be renewed.
The province released on its website — alberta.ca/
floodpreparedness — a summary of what mitigation
projects they are currently working on.
This included a dedicated $216 million for erosion
control projects throughout Alberta, all of which
should be completed by 2015, though many are
already underway.
The Flood Recovery Erosion Control Program has
been implemented, which includes bank stabilization,
and the use of dykes and berms.
Several projects to upgrade critical water
management infrastructure are also in the process
of being designed and reviewed.
The Calgary Underground Diversion Study is one
of these major projects. The study will determine the

feasibility of diverting floodwater underground, along
58th Avenue from the Glenmore reservoir to the Bow
River.
The project is currently waiting for environmental
screening and community consultations. Alberta has
also approved $8.7 million to update flood hazard
mapping, a tool used to develop more accurate
predictions of the course of floodwater.
Accelerated mapping of new areas and updating
the maps of high-risk communities are top priorities
for the province and a review of this system is
expected in the upcoming months.
What you can do

While the city and province have put into place many
mitigation and preparation strategies, residents
should always be prepared. Here are some things
people can do to remain safe:
• Stay in touch: follow the Alberta Emergency Alert
site on Twitter and Facebook, watch the news,
keep in touch with your community.
• Have a plan: know where you will go if you must
evacuate, update phone numbers for loved ones,
understand the evacuation routes and always
have a backup plan.
• Practice the plan: ensure it works and identify any
changes that need to be addressed.
• Have a 72-hour Kit. (see our infographic)
• Checklist: when you only have a few minutes to
evacuate, know what you are going to bring.
• Stay safe, informed and up-to-date with what’s
going on.

City

stay alert: 2014 flood resources
AB Emergency Alert http://www.emergencyalert.alberta.ca/
Twitter @AB_EmergAlert
Facebook Alberta Emergency Alert
Flood Info Line 1-866-825-4455
Prepare yourself for a flood

www.calgary.ca/general/flood-preparation/pages
Keep your eyes peeled The province will also be releasing a mobile
app for Apple and Android systems. It will release flood condition updates
every hour.
six critical erosion sites and statuses in calgary

•
•
•
•
•
•

8th Avenue at 22nd Street S.E. (Repaired)
Home Road at 52nd Street N.W. (Incomplete)
Memorial Drive at 3rd Street N.W. (Repaired)
Memorial Drive at 19th Street N.W. (Prepared)
Diamond Cove S.E. (Repaired)
Douglasdale downstream from Enmax, substation 32 (Incomplte,
pictured below)

How the Calgary flood unfolded

Looking back on the major events of the June
2013 flood
Thursday, June 20

8:02 a.m. – The Municipal Emergency Plan is activated and the
Emergency Operations Centre is opened due to heavy rain and flows
along the Bow and Elbow Rivers.
9:52 a.m. – The Twitter hashtag #YYCFlood begins to trend.
10:16 a.m. – A local state of emergency is declared in Calgary by
Deputy Mayor Richard Pootmans and Ald. John Mar as Mayor Naheed
Nenshi was away on business in Toronto.
1 p.m. – A mandatory evacuation order is issued by the city, affecting
the residents of Mission, Elbow Park, Stanley Park, Roxboro, Rideau and
Discovery Ridge, communities located along the Elbow River.
7:09 p.m. – The mandatory evacuation order is extended to the
communities of Bowness, Sunnyside, Eau Claire, downtown East Village,
Bonnybrook, Elboya, Inglewood, Erlton, Cliff Bungalow, Victoria Park,
Westmount and Montgomery.
9:50 p.m. – The Calgary Board of Education and the Calgary Catholic
School District announce all schools in Calgary would be closed on
June 21.
10:22 p.m. – The evacuation order is once again extended to the
Beltline, Bridgeland industrial area, Chinatown, Deer Run, downtown,
Hillhurst, Quarry Park, Riverbend, River Dale and Windsor Park.
11 p.m. – Over 110,000 people in 26 communities have been evacuated.
11:50 p.m. – Calgary Transit service becomes seriously impacted.
Friday, June 21

Midnight – The Calgary Zoo, the Saddledome and the Stampede
grounds are heavily damaged due to flooding.
4 a.m. – The city advises citizens to restrict water usage
5 a.m. – Numerous roads and 17 bridges are closed due to flooding.
5 a.m. – City officials announce that Calgarians should refrain from
non-essential travel since there is limited access to the downtown core.
9 a.m. – Premier Allison Redford arrives to witness the flood damage.
9:01 a.m. – Major festivals and events, including Sled Island, MEC
Paddlefest, Aboriginal Awareness Week, are cancelled.
Noon – 30 parks throughout Calgary are flooded.
2 p.m. – Prime Minister Stephen Harper arrives to survey the damage.
7 p.m. – Over 1,600 people register at support centres.
Saturday, June 22

9 a.m. – The City of Calgary issues a ban on the use of outside tap water.
Noon – 30,000 Enmax customers are without power
4 p.m. – The phrase “Hell or High Water” is coined as the Stampede
theme.
11 p.m. – Grade 12 students in Calgary get a full exemption on diploma
exams.
Sunday, June 23

9 a.m. – Volunteer information is posted on the City of Calgary blog,
YYCHelps, Volunteer Calgary and the Calgary Clean Up Facebook page.
7 p.m. – Over 65,000 residents who were evacuated return to their
communities.
Monday, June 24

3 a.m. – Calgary Transit restores up to 80 per cent of its service.
9 a.m. – Volunteers flock in droves to McMahon Stadium to help with
recovery efforts.
9 a.m. – The Alberta government approves $1 billion in aid to help in
flood recovery and reconstruction.
Source: city of calgary
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The price of online journalism

“Paywalls” on articles restrict engagement of community in news

T

victoria stey
vstey@cjournal.ca

he digital age has introduced many new
concepts to society. From technology to
the Internet, we are always connected. Due
to the Internet’s inherently free nature, online
news outlets are always striving for new ways to
be profitable.
For example, Slate magazine is testing a
“membership” plan for those who want more access
to their online current affairs and culture content.
As journalists, we must learn to balance profit
and quality of our work. However, paying for
increased coverage raises the question: shouldn’t
all news access be free for the general public?
“Paywalls” — in which readers must pay for
their online news before being granted access
— mean that those who don’t have the means
to pay for online articles have more difficulty
accessing the news.
Since journalism serves the public interest in
sharing and allowing the community to engage
in the news, the introduction of paywalls could be
seen as limiting democracy. This would affect the
public overall, as it is important that everyone have
equal access to the news.
Slate’s new membership plan, Slate Plus, is $5
per month, or $50 per year. For that, readers can
receive “special access” such as advertisement-free
podcasts, reserved seating for live Slate events,
interaction with editors and writers, and the
opportunity to recommend which celebrities or
politicians Slate should profile.
Lessons I’ve learned as a journalism student
always include an important ideal —journalism
is a FOUNDATION of democracy. If journalism is a
public service, and one where involvement of the
community is vital, then some members of the
community may be unable to pay, and thus feel
left out of the news sharing process.
Social media has an important role in the sharing
of digital news. According to the Pew Research
Center’s Journalism Project, half of Facebook and
Twitter users get news from those sites. If online
news becomes harder to access, how can the
community continue to share it via social media?
When speaking to industry professionals,
however, I heard more of the positive arguments
than the negative arguments of paying for
online news.
According to John Hinds, president of
Newspapers Canada, there shouldn’t be a major
difference with purchasing a newspaper at your
local convenience store and purchasing an article
online. “It’s all about recognizing it has value and
you are willing to pay for the content,” Hinds says.
An interesting point he mentions is that when the
Internet was introduced, newspapers used the new
technology as an advertising tool. By having a digital
copy or online version of the paper, it was aimed
towards directing new consumers to the print edition.

Screencap by quinton amundson; originally published by the globe and mail

Paywalls usually ask readers to pay a certain amount to continue reading. This goes against the
journalistic principle that journalism is a public service. It is important that everyone has equal
access to the news.
A concern for the industry, however, is that
journalists’ salaries are heavily based on what the
public is willing to support. Lorne Motley, editor of
the Calgary Herald, also comments on the positives
of selling news online.
“If you believe that what you do is important to
the community and your readership agrees with
that and will pay for access to the news, then it’s
kind of a win-win,” Motley says. “The way we look
at it, the journalistic work we do is very important
to the community.”
Motley says it’s the content that matters, whether
you have to pay for access or not. On the other
hand, not everyone may decide to pay for certain
articles and they may decide to look elsewhere for
news coverage, he suggests. This is what I think
may happen if more news organizations join the
practice of charging for online content.
Similar to Slate’s new model, the Calgary Herald’s
“general news” is posted online, for free. However,
certain stories that have more in-depth coverage
or that took longer to put together, are the articles
that one would have to pay for, Motley notes.
That, I believe, is still making it harder for the
public to be informed. We, as journalists, do not
have the right to alienate readers. Those who do
not want to pay for news online would simply turn
to other sites for their news.
A subscription with an online newspaper can
be a serious endeavour for some. And those
who don’t decide to shell out may find it harder
to engage in the news. Having to pay for direct
access to editors or writers does not follow the
journalistic principle of being transparent or
honest. Equally, no one in the community should
find it daunting to participate in the news. There
has to be a healthy middle ground, one that will

support journalists and the hard work they do,
and another that allows the community to access
online content without restrictions.
Perhaps those who want to show loyalty to
their newspaper could download the publication’s
smartphone app. Introducing donation options,
where readers could choose however much they
feel the article was worth, might also be effective.

Paywalled
Canadian
publications
•  Globe and Mail
•  National Post
•  Ottawa Citizen
•  Montreal Gazette
•  Vancouver Sun  
•  Toronto Star
•  Winnipeg Sun
•  Saskatoon Star Phoenix
•  Edmonton Journal
•  Calgary Herald
•  Calgary Sun
•  Vancouver Province
Sources: Globe and Mail, CBC
News, Huffington Post, Global News
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Calgary should have a transgendered
employment centre
Advocates say program would be ‘an amazing project’
Ato baako
abaako@cjournal.ca
ransgendered people often have difficulty
finding work. That’s why cities such as
Toronto and San Francisco have a specific
employment centre to help members of that
community find a job. But Calgary has yet to
establish a similar centre, even though advocates
suggest having one would be great for the
transgendered community.
According to 2011 statistics from the National
Center for Transgender Equality in the United
States, transgender and gender non-conforming
people are unemployed at alarming rates. Overall,
the unemployment rate for respondents was 14
per cent — double the weighted U.S. national
average at the time of the survey.
Another finding showed 47 per cent of survey
respondents says they have experienced an
adverse job outcome, such as being fired, not
hired or denied a promotion because of being
transgender or gender non-conforming.
That’s exactly why there are organizations
such as Toronto-based THRIVE!, which is solely
dedicated to providing employment support
for individuals who identify themselves as
transgender, transsexual, two-spirited (a Native
person who feels they manifest both a masculine
and feminine spirit) or gender variant.
William Hines, THRIVE! coordinator, stated that
how convincing people look in their new gender
role — a quality known as “passing” — could be a
hindrance in the job market, regardless of what
credentials they have.
“Someone might have an excellent resume,
excellent skills, experience, education, you know,
references [and] what not, but if they aren’t
necessarily a passing trans person people can
be very discriminatory,” he says.
Mercedes Allen, coordinator for the
AlbertaTrans community support website in
Calgary, voiced a similar concern. She says
“passing” — a concept she doesn’t like — can
unfortunately make a difference when it comes to
transgendered individuals seeking employment.
In light of this discrimination, employment
centres serve as a liaison between individuals
in the transgender community and potential
employers in hopes of preventing issues such as
“passing” from occurring.
For example, at THRIVE! — part of Fred Victor
Employment and Training Services — clients newly
transitioning, or in the final stages of transitioning,
can get assistance from an employment specialist
and job developer to professionally assist them
with these changes not only in their lifestyle but
in their workplaces as well.

T
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THRIVE! also helps clients change the
identification and documentation they need to
apply for jobs. According to Calgary Outlink —
which is the main LGBTQ centre in the city —
simply changing an individual’s name can cost
approximately $285 and can take up to three
weeks to process. It is important that services
such as THRIVE! exist to support individuals with
legal logistics of transitioning one’s identity.
In San Francisco, similar employment support
is available through the San Francisco LGBTQ
Centre and the Transgender Employment
Services program.
Established in 2007, the Transgender
Employment Services program (TEEI) has placed
approximately 100 transgendered people with
trans-friendly employers annually, says its
employment manager, Clair Farley.
“It’s a really exciting collaboration,” she says.
TEEI works in partnership with the San
Francisco Law Centre to assist those who
experience discrimination while applying for
work, or those who experience discrimination
in their current roles.
But according to Farley there is still a lot of
discrimination even in San Francisco towards
members of the transgendered community. She
states about 70 per cent of transgendered people
are unemployed and have been discriminated
against. Farley also says transgendered women of
colour are six times as likely to be underemployed.
But as diverse a city Calgary is, there is no

“It’s a really great program
idea and I think it’s needed
because, like I said trans people
are so much more likely to live
in poverty than people who
aren’t trans. But it’s a pretty
long way off for Calgary”
BRETT MASON,
Calgary Outlink

specific transgender employment centre to
connect transgender individuals with jobs that
understand their unique needs.
“Yes, people have says they have a hard time
finding work,” says Allen.
She suggests other advocacy work for the

Photo by ato baako/calgary journal

Brett Mason, executive director and support
worker for Calgary Outlink, says it would be
great to add a transgendered employment centre.
transgender community in Calgary has taken
precedence over creating a trans-specific resource
to assist individuals seeking employment.
“The biggest issues facing trans people have
been finding medical professionals, correcting ID,
finding housing/shelter and general education.
So there hasn’t yet been much work done in this
regard that I know of,” she says.
According to Brett Mason, executive director
and support worker for Calgary Outlink, simply
getting basic and adequate health care services
is proving hard for members of the community.
He says the ability to receive hormone therapy
is more difficult in Calgary than people know.
“Often people are waiting one to two years to
see the gender specialist, and that’s a really long
time,” he says.
Mason says Calgary Outlink advocates
for as many trans issues as it can, including
employment issues.
However, Mason says the implementation of a
transgender-specific employment centre would
be an amazing project for the future.
“It’s a really great program idea and I think it’s
needed because, like I says, trans people are so
much more likely to live in poverty than people
who aren’t trans. But it’s a pretty long way off
for Calgary.”

LISTINGS
COMEDY

THEATER

Jim Belushi & the Chicago
Board of Comedy
Deerfoot Inn and Casino
June 14
Get ready for some laughs as Jim
Belushi packs a punch with his improv
comedy act that incorporates the
audience. For more information and
tickets, visit deerfootinn.com

One Good Marriage
Lunchbox Theatre
June 5 – 7
Mary Poppins
Theatre Calgary
May 6 – June 22

Sexy and soulful crooner Michael Bublé comes to Calgary with two highly anticipated
shows, where he will likely perform his hits: “Save the Last Dance For Me,” “Home,” and
“Haven’t Met You Yet.” For tickets, go to ticketmaster.ca.

MUSIC

SPECIAL EVENTS

3 Doors Down
Cowboys Calgary
June 6

Spruce Meadows
National Show Jumping Tournament
June 4 – 9

Hotel California: Tribute to the
Eagles
Deerfoot Inn and Casino
June 7

Pops in the Park
Heritage Park
June 4

Rick Ross
BMO Centre
June 16
Michael Bublé
Scotiabank Saddledome
June 23 & 24
John Legend
Jubilee Auditorium
June 24
Cher
Scotiabank Saddledome
June 25
Queen & Adam Lambert
Scotiabank Saddledome
June 26

The Cocktail Hour Music of the
“Mad Men” Era
Jack Singer Concert Hall
June 6
Go back in time with the sights and
sounds of the 1950s and 60s, when sharp
suits were fashionable and catchy upbeat
dance music was all the rage.

Shakespeare on the Bow
Prince’s Island Park
June 25 – August 9
To be or not to be is the question as
Theatre Calgary and Mount Royal
University stage “The Comedy of
Errors,” a play about two identical
twins separated at birth and the
ridiculousness of their accidental
reunion. For more information, visit
theatrecalgary.com

Frankly Buble: Tribute to the Music
of Frank Sinatra
Deerfoot Inn and Casino
June 12
Brick Round Up 2014
Southern Alberta LEGO users group
ACAD
June 14 – 15
21st Annual Big Rock Eddies
EPCOR Centre
June 16

DANCE

Legendary rockers Queen are teaming
up with American Idol alum Adam
Lambert to offer an electrifying concert
experience by performing Queen’s
timeless classics “We Will Rock You”,
“Another One Bites The Dust” and
more. For tickets, go to ticketmaster.ca

The Cypher:
An Mpact Dance Production
Martha Cohen Theatre
June 11
The Cypher uses a mixture of spoken
word and dance to tell stories of
today’s youth, by touching on topics
such as bullying, loneliness, mental
illness, disconnection, isolation, selfhatred and more. For tickets, visit
mpactdance.com
calgaryjournal.ca
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Quality is the key to Success!
The best way to feed people is with
great food; great food comes from
quality ingredients

C

algary Cuisine is known
for the diverse culture that
is infused into each and
every ingredient. With the
restaurant
industry
booming,
there is one Chef specifically that
is passionate and excited on what’s
to come for the future of Calgary
Cuisine. Joshua Whiteside, head
chef at Fergus and Bix Restaurant
and Beer Market is not only the head
chef but he is completing his culinary
education
at
SAIT Polytechnic.
Learning
the
latest trends and
methods
while
incorporating
fresh ingredients
allows
Chef
Whiteside
to
create enjoyable
masterpieces
that will appeal
to all. “There is
something about
good food that really enhances
social
interaction.,”
he
says
Chef Whiteside strives to provide
good quality food. He says, “I want to
use my creativity to build a dish that
is delicious while using the freshest
ingredients because I want the
patrons to be completely satisfied
with what they consume, its really
about building return customer

relations.” Chef Whiteside enjoys
the art of the culinary industry. It
allows an assorted variety of ideas
that can create a new and unique
dish. He wants to keep surprising
the patrons by creating food they
won’t find anywhere else. He says,
“It’s all about they patrons, they
keep me employed so I do not want
to disappoint them.” When asked
what he enjoys most about being
head Chef at a successful restaurant
he answered, “I
love the art of
food, it allows me
to express myself
and my creativity
while
making
others
happy.
There really isn’t
anything better
than
having
that
gratifying
o u t c o m e .”
Chef Whiteside
enjoys
the
positive workspace and the
excitement that comes with the
job. “Working with your friends
and having fun while fulfilling
your dream job is perfect for me,”
says Chef Whiteside. If you are
craving a hearty meal created with
fresh ingredients that is sure to
satisfy your appetite, try Fergus and
Bix Restaurant and Beer Market.

“ There is something
about good food
that really enhances
social interaction”

Story and photos by
Cassie Riabko
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Arts & Entertainment

Guide to festival fun in June

The Calgary Journal’s list of the hottest festivals happening in Calgary
paulina liwski
pliwski@cjournal.ca

Funnyfest Comedy Festival

Dates: May 29 – June 8
Venues: Ceili’s, Roadhouse, Oak Tree Tavern, Marda Loop Community
Centre and more
Need a bit of a laugh? Well, you can get your funny on and laughout-loud at the 14th Annual Funnyfest Calgary Comedy Festival.
Funnyfest is a mix of both adult and family entertainment that
features 70 performers in 26 shows that are spread across 11 venues
in Calgary. The festival also presents a variety of stand-up comics,
performers, comedy magic, musical comedy and just your everyday
average people who are funny.
This year, Funnyfest showcases the comedic stylings of Stu Hughes
and its annual talent search that aims to find the next top-notch
Calgary stand-up comedian. For more information on Funnyfest and
how to get tickets, visit: funnyfest.com
Photo courtesy of funnyfest/facebook

Sled Island Festival

Dates: June 18 – 22
Venues: Throughout Calgary’s inner core.
Last year, the highly anticipated Sled Island Music Festival was
cancelled, due to the massive flooding that overwhelmed areas of
Calgary. But the music festival is set for a triumphant return with an
eclectic mix of music geared towards adults as well as families. The
festival features over 250 artists playing in more than 30 venues across
Calgary, artists who come from our very own backyard and from across
North America.
With that in mind, TIME magazine named Sled Island as one of the top
14 music festivals to check out this year. Sled Island also promotes
other avenues of culture within Calgary like film, art and comedy.
For more information on Sled Island, how to attend and where to get
tickets, visit: sledisland.com
Photo by doug springer hires

Cyclepalooza

Dates: June 27 – July 6
Venue: Throughout Calgary
Bike enthusiasts can rejoice as Cyclepalooza returns, for its epic
10-day ride of bike-themed fun. Cyclepalooza’s main initiative
is to promote the arts, culture and events in Calgary, by bringing
Calgarians together through the love of cycling. As well, Cyclepalooza
wants to generate more interest in cycling in Calgary, by showcasing
its positive impacts on communities and how it brings those
communities together. The event features commuter challenges,
photo contests and ride tours throughout the city. So grab your bike
and your helmet, and pedal off around the city to enjoy the sights
and sounds that Cyclepalooza has to offer. For more information on
Cyclepalooza, visit: cyclepalooza.ca
Photo courtesy of bike calgary/flickr
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Calgary Ukrainian Festival

Dates: June 7 – 8
Venue: Acadia Recreation Complex

Want to learn more about the Ukrainian culture
and its traditions? You’re in luck as the local
Ukrainian community is welcoming all Calgarians
to the fifth annual Calgary Ukrainian Festival.
The festival is aimed to celebrate many aspects
of Ukrainian heritage, by showcasing a vast
mix of cuisine, entertainment, arts and culture
while prominently focusing on true Ukrainian
hospitality. As well, the Calgary Ukrainian Festival
sets up a world-class main stage that presents
the very best in Ukrainian song, dance and music
from across Calgary.
The highlight of the festival is the annual Zabava,
which lets you party like a Ukrainian to the sights
and sounds of traditional dance and live polka
music. For more information on the Calgary
Ukrainian Festival and how to get tickets for the
Zabava, visit: calgaryukrainianfestival.ca
Photo by wilson hui/flickr

Badlands Music Festival

July 4-6
Calgary’s premier Stampede
electronic dance music festival
is back to heat things up, with
an amazing line up, featuring
The Bloody Beatroots, Borgore,
Duck Sauce and more.

Fiestaval

July 19 – 20
Hola amigo! Get ready to spice
up your life with some Latin fun
in the sun in Calgary as Fiestaval
celebrates its eighth anniversary,
by featuring delicious Latin food,
art, music and dance.

Kensington Fun and
Salsa Festival

July 20
Calgary, amp up those taste
buds to savour delicious salsa
in Kensington, by supporting
your local charities and taking
part in a variety of activities
that are great for the whole
family.

Ignite 2014

Calgary’s Festival for Emerging Artists

Dates: June 18 – 21
Venue: Vertigo Theatre and Lunchbox Theatre

Have a passion for checking out new offerings of what the
Calgary arts scene has to offer? Well look no further because
the 10th anniversary of the Ignite Festival is just for you.
The Ignite Festival was founded in 2004 and it has grown
into an event that provides emerging artists with many
opportunities to cultivate their talents in a setting that has
created partnerships, launched careers and birthed new
productions. The festival showcases the work of 100 artists,
ranging in music, dance, theatre and visual arts. For more
information on Ignite 2014, visit: sagetheatre.com/ignitefestival.html

Franco Festival Calgary

July 26 – 27
Francophones in the city are
welcoming
Calgarians
to
celebrate the French culture
and traditions through a
variety of music, dance, food
and crafts.

Calgary Folk Music Festival
photo courtesy of ian martens/facebook

Calgary Greek Festival

Dates: June 20 - 22
Venue: Hellenic Community Centre

Photo Courtesy of Calgary Greek Festival/Facebook

MORE FESTIVALS IN JULY:

Want to experience a Mediterranean culture like
no other that has a very rich history and many
captivating traditions? Well then look no further,
because the Calgary Greek Festival has got it all. This
year the Calgary Greek Festival is inviting Calgarians
to celebrate Greek culture in the city by showcasing
a wide assortment of live music, dancing, food and
attractions for the whole family. The festival will also
feature a grand prize raffle, where a lucky festival
attendee can win a trip for two to Greece. Try some
delicious Greek food, make new friends and learn
more about a culture that has stood the test of
time. For more information about the Calgary Greek
Festival, visit: calgaryhellenic.com/greek-festival

July 24 – 27
Calgary Folk Festival returns
to Calgary with a stellar line
up that you won’t want to
miss. Featuring the renowned
talents of Rufus Wainwright,
Bruce Cockburn, Amos Lee and
more.

Calgary International
Blues Festival

July 28 – Aug 3
Get ready to feel the rhythm
and blues as the Calgary
International Blues Festival
comes to Calgary, with a
prestigious line up that
features Joe Louis Walker,
Sugar Ray Norcia, Ana Popovic
and more.

calgaryjournal.ca
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Tibetan refugee chases Canadian dream
Young woman among scores of Tibetans adapting to Canadian city life

Photo Kelsey Simpson/Calgary Journal

Yeshi Choedon is one of 400 Tibetan refugees coming to Calgary over the next four years as part of a public policy from the Canadian Government and
the Project Tibet Society.
inhibitions and without any limitations.”
kelsey simpson
Like Choedon and many Tibetan immigrants, Dorjee was born in India. As a young
ksimpson@cjournal.ca
boy, his family came to Canada in 1981, giving him access to Canadian health care
he arrived to Calgary at 8 p.m. on a cold March night to a welcoming crowd and education — a luxury that many Tibetans may never know. After visiting Tibetan
of Tibetans, bright lights of video cameras and many questions from multiple settlements in India, Dorjee says he realized just how much young and educated
reporters.
Tibetans needed opportunity. Pairing up with the Calgary Catholic Immigration
Yeshi Choedon is a 28-year-old Tibetan immigrant from a small village in Society, Dorjee was able to find housing and meals for the incoming Tibetans.
the Arunachal Pradesh province of India. Along with 26 Tibetan refugees, Choedon
had immigrated to Canada.
EARLY LIFE IN INDIA
Weeks after her arrival, Choedon admits she is overwhelmed by her new country. Before Choedon arrived in Calgary, she was among an estimated 8,000 Tibetan
But with a large smile on her face she says, “Still, I don’t believe I am in Canada.”
exiles living in refugee settlements in the politically disputed and fragile Arunachal
The arrival of Choedon and her fellow Tibetans stems from an initial plea in 2007 Pradesh province in India. The area contains five refugee settlements that border
from the Dalai Lama to the Canadian government to resettle Tibetan refugees in Tibet, and more importantly, China, which claims the province as Tibetan, and
Canada.
therefore considers it to be a part of China.
The government replied with interest but said it had no funds to generate a
The province is remote. Choedon left home at an early age to go to boarding
Tibetan resettlement program. Instead, a non-profit organization called Project school which, she recalls, was eight days of travel away from her family. The distance
Tibet Society stepped up and raised the money to sponsor the Tibetans.
meant she sometimes went years without seeing her family. Choedon completed
By 2011, a temporary public policy was put in place to offer Canadian visas to 13 years in boarding school before going to college on a scholarship.
up to 1,000 displaced and stateless Tibetans facilitated by the Project Tibet Society.
After earning a degree in English, Choedon obtained a diploma in special needs
Choedon is one of the 400 Tibetans expected to immigrate to Calgary over the next education. There, she says, in the classroom teaching special needs children,
three years and Nima Dorjee will be there every step of the way.
Choedon found her calling.
Dorjee, president of the Project Tibet Society, says as a Tibetan immigrant and
Calgarian it is imperative to give people like Choedon an opportunity.
A CHANCE AT A NEW LIFE
“I think these are some of the greatest opportunities,” says Dorjee of the recent As a young and educatedTibetan, Choedon and others like her were entered in a lottery
Tibetan immigrants. “It is that ability to reach their full potential without any that chose 1,000Tibetans as part of the new public policy from the Canadian government.

S
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Coming from a poor farming family, Choedon
admits she thought she had no chance of going
to Canada. With no country to belong to and no
nationhood, Choedon cannot believe the sense of
welcoming and sincerity she has felt since arriving in
Canada.
Spending their first two weeks at the Margaret
Chisholm Resettlement Centre run by the Calgary
Catholic Immigration Society, Choedon and her friends
lived in dorms with refugees from Sudan and other
places around the world.
More recently, Choedon and other Tibetans have
been moved to new homes throughout the city to
allow them to feel more comfortable and focus on
the task ahead — finding jobs and getting to know
their new city.
OVERCOMING STIGMA
Although India has been home for many of these
Tibetan exiles for nearly 50 years, Choedon and Dorjee
says that it is hard to get past the stigma of being a
refugee.
“The paradox of India, if you will, is that on one end
you have got India who has been more generous that
anyone else in terms of how they treat the Tibetan
refugees living there,” says Dorjee.
India has provided land and schools that teach
Tibetan language, however the Tibetan people are still
denied citizenship in India, and are forced to renew
their residency every six months.
“There is the other aspect of the stigma that
comes in general, where being a refugee is seen as
a derogatory term, as if it is the fault of the refugee
somehow,” explains Dorjee, who found it difficult even
when he was growing up in India.

Choedon also says it is hard to explain her
complicated heritage. She is constantly saying that
she is Tibetan but born in India. Choedon has had
to come to terms with people who reinforced her
refugee status.
“Don’t forget, you are Tibetan…you have an R
written all over your forehead,” she says pointing to
her head.
Although claiming her heritage proudly, Choedon
admits she has never set her eyes on her homeland,
and neither have her parents.
“It is very sad. As a Tibetan, I have never seen my
own place,” admits Choedon. “Before I die I want to
see Tibet for once.”
PLANS AHEAD
In her Killarney home for the next few months,
Choedon is focusing on her future. Most recently she
has had an interview with a Tim Hortons and hopes
to land a job there soon.
Choedon says her plan is to make lots of money.
Choedon wants to repay loans she has back
home and also send money to her family. After that,
Choedon hopes to work hard until she has enough
money to be certified to teach special needs children
in Canada.
Choedon admits that working with special needs
people can be challenging but, “That is what I want to
do for the rest of my life.”
Since coming to Canada, Choedon says it is a lot
different than India with no need to explain herself
or her family. With a Canadian visa, Choedon says she
feels her status as a refugee lessening and her identity
as a Tibetan and a Canadian growing.

Photo Kelsey Simpson/Calgary Journal

Choedon describes her refugee life in India as
“difficult” but quickly adds that she is forever
grateful to the Indian people for giving her
family and her fellow Tibetans a place to live.

Photo COURTESY OF YESHI CHOEDON

This is a still taken from an online video profile of Yeshi Choedon put together by Kelsey Simpson. Detailing Yeshi’s past in India, and her future in
Canada, you can find the profile in its entirety at calgaryjournal.ca
calgaryjournal.ca
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Optimistic shipwreck
survivor shares details
of latest mishap

Paul Mahony’s many close calls have little effect on
how he approaches his adventurous life

I

Zoë Choy zchoy@cjournal.ca
Colin McHattie cmchattie@cjournal.ca
Evan Manconi emanconi@cjournal.ca

f you call it a near-death experience, he’ll correct
you. For Paul Mahony, they’re just close calls.
A prolific skier, mountaineer and sailor, Mahony
has faced multiple dangerous situations.
He has capsized while sailing on Lake Superior,
nearly suffocated in a skiing crash that dumped him
into a snow-filled tree well, and narrowly avoided
being hit by an avalanche.
“The British call them ‘a bit of bother,’” says the
58-year-old Calgary father referring to his many
accidents. Even after all these — what Mahony calls
“events” — he won’t say it. He won’t say death.
Mahony’s worst and most recent death-defying
event happened Dec. 4, 2013, when he and his friend
Peter Powell were shipwrecked off the coast of Cape
Horn. This stretch of water off the southern coast of
Chile is notorious for rough seas.
In 1992 a memorial was inaugurated “in memory
of the men of the sea from every nation that lost
their lives fighting against the merciless forces of
nature of the Southern Ocean that prevail in the
vicinity of the legendary Cape Horn.”
According to an article in AFAR, a U.S.-based travel
publication that focuses on experiential travelling,
there has been an estimated 800 shipwrecks in
the Cape Horn region. While the exact number of
shipwrecks is unknown, according to Prof. María
Cristina Morandi of the Naval Hidrographic Service,
54 ships were lost just in 19th century alone.
Mahony and Powell knew of the dangers and
were prepared for the voyage. Powell was on the last
leg of his sailing trip around the world when Mahony
joined him, and because of the direction Powell had
started, they knew they would be taking the more
difficult route past Cape Horn.
Mahony says sailing around Cape Horn “is kind of
a big check mark in any sailor’s career.”
They left Mar Del Plata, Argentina, on Nov. 15,
2013, and began what was supposed to be a journey
around the tip of South America.
Mahony says he wasn’t planning on coming home
until Feb. 13, but the trip ended abruptly after two
and a half weeks of sailing.
On Dec. 4, at three in the afternoon, their boat was
hit by a rogue wave.
The boat flipped, the mast broke, the life raft was
torn apart and the frigid sea poured in. In 9 C water,
it doesn’t take long for hypothermia to set in.
Powell was knocked unconscious when the boat
18 JUNE 2014
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flipped, but luckily Mahony was able to administer
first aid with what little supplies they had that
weren’t soaked. Their only hope for rescue was a
device called an Emergency Position-Indicating
Radio Beacon, or an EPIRB, which they used to send
a distress signal.
Mahony says the worst part about the shipwreck
was having so much time to sit and think while the
boat was slowly enveloped by the sea. His thoughts
turned to his family.
“Because Christmas Day is also my birthday, I felt
that it was pretty greedy on my part, because now
all everybody is going to remember is that around
Christmas time what happened? I wasn’t going to
be there.”The boat was sinking for nearly six hours,
which ended up being their saving grace because
it gave the rescue crew enough time to locate the
two sailors.
The Argentinean Prefectura sent a nearby tanker
to make sure the distress call was legitimate. Later,
Mahony remembers seeing a plane fly overhead.
At 9:20 p.m. their ship finally sunk.
Just as they entered the cold water and began to
swim toward each other, a helicopter light shone
down on Mahony and Powell. Rescue divers jumped
into the frigid sea and pulled them out.
Powell wrote about the rescue on his blog, Soul
Upon the Ocean. “These brave boys hauled us to
safety. Everything was the limit. The helicopter’s

PHOTO COURTESY of paul mahoney

Longtime friends, Peter Powell (right) and Paul
Mahony (left).
range, our ability to stay afloat, our strength and
our hopes. They did it and we survived. Thanks, Paul.
Thanks, boys.”
The two shipwrecked sailors were airlifted to
an Argentinean hospital. They had no clothes, no
Argentinean money and only Mahony’s passport.
Their rescuers from the Argentinean Prefectura came
the next day and took care of them.
They put Mahony and Powell in touch with the
Canadian consulate and eventually the pair was
able to return home. The Prefectura is receiving a
Commendation for Bravery in the face of danger
from the Canadian government for their efforts in
the rescue.
Mahony says he is a little “bubble wrapped” by his
family after the event, but has no fears of sailing and
hopes to get back out soon.
“You don’t give up doing what you like doing just
because you’ve had an event.”

PHOTO COURTESY of paul mahoney

Peter and Paul were over 300 km off of the coast when they were rescued. The rescue chopper only has
a range of 650 km, so the Prefectura pushed the operational limits of the helicopter for the rescue.
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Getting dressed online
Calgary blogs offer everyday fashion advice

D

SAVAYA SHINKARUK
sshinkaruk@cjournal.ca

o you get a migraine first thing in the morning
from looking into your closet and thinking, “I
have nothing to wear!?” You are not alone and
there is a solution. It’s 7 a.m. You’re up and showered.
You’re staring into your closet and have no idea where
to begin to get dressed.
Fashion blogs are one thing you can use to get
inspiration to put together an outfit with what can
be found in your closet. Fashion bloggers do not
dress like the women of fashion week, whose style
may closely resemble Lady Gaga’s wardrobe. Fashion
bloggers are everyday “fashionistas” who spread
inspiration to those looking for an everyday outfit
to wear.
Effortless everyday looks

Ania Boniecka, known as “ania.B”, is a top fashion
blogger in the Calgary market. The 27-year-old’s blog,
aniab.net, speaks mainly to a female demographic of
13- to 30-year-olds. Every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday Boniecka uploads pictures showing her viewers
how to mix and match brand names from places such
as TopShop, Zara, or H&M to create everyday outfits.
Boniecka stated in an email that she loves to blog
about fashion because she gets excited about what
she is wearing that day and wants to share it.
With spring in mind, Boniecka did a blog post that
featured her in the fashion forward floral pyjama
playsuit from TopShop. This mint-coloured-polyestertailored playsuit with a pink and green floral pattern
is a great one-piece jumpsuit.
Boniecka’s blog post advocated that a floral
playsuit is a great addition to a closet for spring and
summer because it’s easy to throw on and women
always look great in it. Some Calgary fashion
bloggers do receive help from popular well-priced
brands. When bloggers style their outfits with brands
like TopShop, Zara, and Urban Outfitters they are also
showing people there is a way to wear an attractive
outfit at an affordable price.

looks effortlessly fashionable.
TopShop also offers men’s wear through
TopMan. Calgary fashion blogger Paul Schneider is
in partnership with TopMan. Fashion blogging to
Schneider, 19, is all about bravery. Not braver as in
taking a shot of hot sauce, but bravery as in having
the confidence to showcase who you are and what
you like to wear.
What Schneider does is not easy. His ability to
mastermind pattern clashing by pairing tartan
pants with a printed top is a spiced up romance
with fashion. Schneider posted a fantastic outfit
that included a mix of neutral colors, textures,
and patterns. As part of a Feb. 7 posting on
aperpetualstate.com, Schneider showcased an outfit
that was basic but had depth. By layering an olive
green knit crewneck sweater from Zara over a white
and black printed blouse, he gave this outfit some

“She helped me with
TopMan, helped shoot some
early looks to give me better
photos and she constantly
gives amazing advice and
support.”
PAUL SCHNEIDER,
Blogger at aperpetualstate.com

extra zing. He then paired it with a neutral black
American Apparel trouser and a black Zara loafer,
which gave this look an easy to master tone.
A small world with a big impact

Schneider has a strong working relationship with
fellow blogger Boniecka, helping Schneider become
an ambassador for TopMan. “She helped me with
TopMan, helped shoot some early looks to give me
better photos and she constantly gives amazing
advice and support,” Schneider says.
Caroyln McAdam is one of those Calgarians who
relies on fashion blogs. To McAdam, fashion blogs are
the best way to get inspiration on what to wear. “They
are a way for me to look at outfits but incorporate my
own style into it.” McAdam admires the way blogger
Sincerely Jules can pair navy blue with black — for
example, pairing a J Brand navy blue blouse with
3.1 Phillip Lim leather pants. “Her matching of dark
blue and leather made me just love that combination,”
McAdam says. “I would pair a baggy navy sweater
with leather leggings, or black leggings, and leather
boots, bag, or coat.”
According to Lisa Wade — associate professor
and chair of the sociology department at Occidental
College in Los Angeles — fashion blogging is
challenging narrow-minded and stereotypical ideas
about beauty.
Wade says everyone’s body, skin, colour, and age
should be seen as beautiful, and fashion bloggers,
including Boniecka and Schneider, are promoting
that kind of sensibility.

Joining forces

When TopShop opened a location in Calgary in
November at Chinook Centre, Stephanie Hoff, the
senior manager of events and marketing, joined
forces with Boniecka to market and expand the
store’s brands. TopShop is a multinational British
retail company that specializes in clothing, shoes,
accessories, and makeup. The partnership gives a
blogger like Boniecka a fantastic wardrobe. How
could she say no to a pair of Moto mom jeans and a
crop top that could bring out your inner Madonna?
According to Hoff, TopShop is looking for bloggers
who “represent the vibe of the city.” Boniecka’s
pale-skinned, six feet tall, model-like figure — and
medium-length brown hair — gives her a natural and
effortless girl-next-door look. When her viewers see
this blogger look amazing in basic denim jeans and
a black tee they want to copy her look because she
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Local fashion blogger Ania Boniecka is an
ambassador for TopShop by promoting and
marketing various items on sale in the store.
Here is Boniecka promoting Isaac Mizrahi
Kleenex boxes.

Local fashion blogger Paul Schneider’s “Springs
Sunset” blog post from May 2, shows his readers
a fashionable layering outfit for a Spring evening.
Schneider is wearing a H&M hat, a Wilfred scarf
from Aritzia, American Apparel varsity jacket, a
Wilfred blazer from Aritzia, American Apparel
pants, and Alexander Wang shoes.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Belief in each other

Mormon family balances atheism and faith
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David and Karene Reil are aiming to make their marriage work despite David’s decision to According to the Mormon Church, David’s decision to
leave the Mormon Church.
leave the church could jeopardize Karene’s chance for
eternal life.

F

karry taylor ktaylor@cjournal.ca
haley anderson handerson@cjournal.ca

or the first 10 years of their marriage, David
and Karene Reil were both devout members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
more commonly known as the Mormon Church.
However, in the past few years David, a lifelong
member of the church, says that he found himself
increasingly questioning the “unanswered”
questions of Mormonism.
“It’s not really a Q-and-A kind of religion,” he says.
“It is more, ‘Here is the dogma.’
They want you to adopt this dogma.
“They are not really all that concerned about
whether you understand it.”
After struggling to reconcile the increasing
distance he felt from his faith, David decided to
leave the church in 2013. He now considers himself
an atheist.
Karene, who says that her faith makes her “a
better person,” remains an active member of the
church.
“It brings me comfort and confidence,” she says.
“It brings me hope.
“It helps me to keep going when trials come.”
20 JUNE 2014
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Eternal partnership

According to Mormon doctrine, David’s decision
to leave the church may impact Karene’s chance
of eternal life.
On its website, the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints states that marriage is viewed as
not only a union between husband and wife but
also as a partnership with God.
Interfaith marriage — where two spouses do not
share the same religion — is neither encouraged
nor common within the Latter-day Saint
community. According to the American Religious
Identification Survey, conducted by the Graduate
Centre of the City University of New York in 2001,
only 12 per cent of Mormon families in the United
States identified themselves as interfaith.
Although he is no longer an active member of
the church, David continues to support Karene in
her faith and regularly attends Sunday services with
her. The couple’s two children (aged two and four
years old) also accompany their parents to church.
Despite his professed identity as an atheist, David
says that he is “culturally still a Mormon” and wishes
to pass that aspect of the faith on to his children.
He remains active in non-religious aspects of the

congregation that he and his family attend.
“Even though I don’t believe what is coming over
the pulpit, I still want to see my community every
Sunday,” he says.
While both David and Karene admit that the
Latter-day Saints’view of marriage raises difficulties
and questions for them as a couple, the two remain
committed to keeping an open dialogue and to
supporting one another in their respective beliefs.
Currently a policy studies student at Mount Royal
University, David is an active member, and current
vice-president, of the campus Secular Humanists
club. The club’s mandate is to provide opportunities
for open and frank discussion and debate about
topics such as religion.
“I didn’t just marry ‘the Mormon guy,’” Karene
says. “I married David. I try to focus on that.
“We don’t share the same spiritual beliefs
anymore. I don’t know what will happen, but I have
hope that we will be together forever.”
Editor’s Note: Please visit calgaryjournal.ca to view
the online version of this story, which includes a
video profile on David and Karene Reil.
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Olympian helping shape the next
generation of skiers

An inside look at the life and ski racing career of Shona Rubens
ANDREA MIHALIK
amihalik@cjournal.ca

S

hona Rubens is not a typical 27-year-old. As
a young, professional ski racer she was given
the opportunity to travel the globe on the
World Cup circuit and compete in two Winter
Olympics.
But now she’s about to embark on a whole new
career while giving back to the sport that started
it all by running a summer camp for teenage girls
who want to follow in her tracks.
Born in Australia, Rubens moved to Canada
with her family at the age of three. Her parents
were very outdoorsy people, she explains, and
having never skied before it just seemed like the
thing to do, living so close to the mountains. It
didn’t take long before Shona and her brother
Christopher Rubens were enrolled in a ski racing
program. “It just kind of escalated from there,”
she says.
The term escalated seems like an
understatement. Jim Read, head coach of
Sunshine Ski Club, coached Rubens when she
was 12 and 13.
“She was very talented and smart,” says Read,
a veteran of the 1984 and 1988 Winter Olympics.
“She was one of those rare athletes that you only
had to tell or show her how to do something
once and she could pick it up.”
Talented indeed. In her early teenage years,
Rubens was consistently winning races on both
the provincial and national levels.
All the victories never got the best of her
though. A fellow competitor, Carmel McElroy,
says: “She was a very modest winner. The
type of person you admired for balancing
her competitive side with being the friendly
teammate that wanted to see all of her friends
do well. She was always very focused on the hill,
but also knew how to relax and have fun with
everyone.”
However, even at the top of her game, Rubens
wasn’t always certain that she wanted to race
professionally. Naturally, like any one at such
a young age she struggled with the level of
commitment required.
“I tried to quit a few times just ’cause I wanted
to hang out with my friends more,” Rubens
recalls. Luckily, her parents convinced her to
continue, even if only for one day a week.
Her dedication and hard work paid off. In 2006,
at the age of 19, she qualified to compete at the
Winter Olympics in Torino, Italy.
“I was pretty young and I kind of felt like, ‘Oh
well, the Olympics are not that big of a deal, it’s
just like any other race because you’re racing with
the same people you do everyday,’” says Rubens.
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Shona Rubens successful ski racing career included two Winter Olympic Games appearances. Now,
in partnership with her former Olympic teammate Anna Goodman, Rubens is operating a summer
ski racing camp for girls called the Ski Racing Sisterhood.
That all changed, however, when she walked
out during the opening ceremonies. “It kind of
hit me like, ‘Wow this is big! This is something
pretty incredible,’” says Rubens.
It was that moment she recalls as being one
of the highlights of her first Olympic experience.
Four years later, Rubens once again qualified
to represent her country, this time on home soil
in Vancouver.
“I felt really ready to make Canada proud.
Might sound cheesy but there was so much
energy in Whistler that it just really fuelled the
fire,” says Rubens. “Being in your home country
and coming through the finish line — it was wild.
Even though I didn’t medal or wasn’t expected to,
all the people in the stands were so amazing and
so supportive, so proud, it was amazing.”
Along with the 15th place finish at her first
Lake Louise World Cup, she includes her 12th
place finish at 2010 Winter Olympics among her
career highlights.
On that note, Rubens felt she was ready to
retire. “At the end of Vancouver I felt like I had
put my everything into skiing and that I was
ready to try something else.” Specifically, an
intercontinental vacation.
In August 2010, just a few months after
Rubens had retired, she embarked on a yearlong
adventure with her boyfriend. They purchased
a Volkswagen van and drove from the northern
most points of Canada to the southern tip of
Argentina, living like self-proclaimed “hippies.”

But lately, she’s been lured back to life as a skier.
These days, along with completing her third
year of the environmental science program at
the University of Calgary, Rubens is coaching
14- and 15-year-olds alongside her former ski
coach Read.
“It is great coaching with her and it makes
my job so much easier,” says Read. “She is very
knowledgeable from all her years as a racer and
really understands the sport and can relate well
to the athletes.” He adds that Rubens is very level
headed and has a calming influence over the
young racers.
At the same time, Rubens was looking for
another way to give back to the sport. In 2012,
she ran the idea of operating summer ski
camps for young girls past former teammate
and Olympian Anna Goodman. Within two
weeks they turned their idea into the Ski Racing
Sisterhood, a camp for girls by girls.
“We take 16 girls from the ages of 12 to 15,”
says Rubens. The camps have attracted girls
from all over Canada and the United States
on a first-come, first-served basis to avoid
any discrimination. “It’s been a really amazing
experience and we’ve gotten lots of good
feedback.”
This summer will be the third year with the girls
doing two back-to-back camps at Whistler, B.C.
Rubens is very pleased with the success of the
Ski Racing Sisterhood. “I wish I had something
like that when I was young.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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The demise of women’s
skateboard competitions

The exposed world of Calgary’s female skateboard community after its last major event
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Local skateboarder and CASE Board Member, Erica Jacobs, 32, skates the Cochrane bowl.
amara mclaughlin
amclaughlin@cjournal.ca
asheena Dunn remembers the excitement
she felt when she discovered a flyer for the
See Jane Skate Competition in 2007 while
buying skate shoes at West 49 — a skateboard
shop — in Calgary.
The competition was the first and only allfemale skateboard event in Calgary.
“I remember seeing the flyer and thinking
this is amazing, I’ve never seen anything like
this before being an avid skateboarder for most
of my life,” says Dunn, who became involved in
organizing the event.
See Jane Skate, founded by Anne Weeks in
2004, began at the indoor mobile skate park
in Village Square Leisure Centre and was held
annually for six years.
However, four years ago Calgary lost it’s only
all-girl skateboard competition — a loss for
the local women’s skateboard community. But
there are signs that the community is making
a comeback.

T

Filling a need

Weeks has been an avid skateboarder since the
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age of 18 and would attend local skateboard
competitions as a spectator. At these events
she said she noticed female skaters seemed to
be intimidated competing in the men’s field —
and not many of them would enter.
In response, Weeks , 33, founded See Jane
Skate, an event where women could come,
skate and compete amongst each other.
According to Weeks the event grows
solidarity amongst other girls when they had
a way to skate together in a less intimidating
environment.
“I think that’s a good way for girl skaters to
grow their skills,” she says.
See Jane Skate also gave girls the opportunity
to meet others with a passion for skateboarding,
allowing them to compete against each other
in a safe and welcoming environment.
“I didn’t really know any girl skaters before
I entered the (See Jane Skate) competition,”
says Erica Jacobs, who is now a board member
with the Calgary Association of Skateboarding
Enthusiasts (CASE). “But I met some of my best
friends there and we still skate together.”
Even former professional female skater Tamara
Jones was “stoked for an all-girls contest.”

“It was the first legit contest with a big
group of ladies,” said Jones, who attended
See Jane Skate when she was 16. She won
the competition in 2009 as a member of the
Skate Like a Girl skate troop and also eventually
competed in the DC Nationals and the X Games.
In fact, according to Weeks, “a lot of girl
skaters do go out together and skate in groups
because the female skaters usually are the
minority.”
No overnight success

But being the first all-girls competition in
Calgary, organizers had to work hard to
coordinate the event and reach a fragmented
women’s skate scene.
While promoting See Jane Skate, Dunn, now
32, struggled to get girls to register for the
competition and spectators to come out to the
event — despite securing sponsorships and prizes
from companies such as New Line Skateparks,
Industry Skate, the Source and West 49.
In fact, Dunn says she would run after girls
she saw on skateboards at skateparks or in the
streets of Calgary with flyers for See Jane Skate
and ask them to register in the competition,

SPORTS
or at the very least check it out in hopes they
would participate the following year.
Dunn and Weeks put posters up at parks and
shops trying to reach out and involve as many
girls as possible in women’s skateboarding.

“A lot of girl skaters do go
out together and skate in
groups because the female
skaters usually are the
minority.”

nine to 15 the opportunity to participate in a
variety of physical activities.
Of the activities offered, the girls skate clinic,
taught by Jacobs, had 55 registrants, making it
the most popular clinic at this event.
“ The goal is to introduce girls to
skateboarding,” says CASE board member
Jacobs.
Jacobs hopes to see enough interest
generated to again be able to hold all-girls
competitions, giving female skateboarders
a place to show off their talent and grow
together.

Anne weeks,
Founder of See Jane Skate

Rising from the ashes

After See Jane Skate’s six-year run, the
competition ended abruptly when Weeks
moved to Tofino, B.C. for work.
Due to the way the competition had
struggled in the past in the skateboard
community as an all-girls event, Dunn was
unable to continue with it alone.
Jacobs says besides herself, there are only
two other women involved in CASE’s mission
to make skateboarding more accessible,
especially to women, in Calgary.
But there are signs that women’s
skateboarding is making a comeback in the
region.
In 2012, three years after See Jane Skate’s
last competition, the Town of Okotoks hosted
its first Go Girl day at the Okotoks Recreation
Centre.
Go Girl is held in June and offers girls ages
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Tamara Jones and Erica Jacobs, former See Jane
Skate competitors, back together at Millenium
Park.
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Former professional skateboarder Tamara Jones, at Millenium Skatepark in Calgary. Jones was the
winner of See Jane Skate 2009, after attending since she was 16.

More on women’s
skateboarding events
no girls allowed

“Girls haven’t traditionally been introduced
to skateboarding as something that they do,”
Anne Weeks says. “I find that when they’re kids,
usually boys will be introduced to skateboarding
and girls maybe, but not as often.”
Weeks didn’t begin skateboarding until
she was 18. Even Jones, who won Canada’s DC
Nationals three years in a row and competed in the X
Games, didn’t start skateboarding until she was 13.
“When I was growing up, skateboarding
wasn’t something you really did,” says Weeks.
California native Patty Segovia-Krause
started All Girls Skate Jam in 1996, now an
internationally held women’s skateboard
competition. She also lobbied for women’s
skateboarding to be a part of the X Games.
“I fought to get girls skateboarding division
into the X Games in 1998. They said, ‘We don’t
have a budget, we don’t have an MC, we don’t
have an organizer,’” says Segovia-Krause. “I said,
‘I’ll do everything for free. I’ll be your MC, I’ll
be your organizer,’ and they were looking at me
like, ‘Oh, great.’ So for six months I called the
top of the ladder every single day about a girls
skateboarding division until they finally gave in.”
Women’s skateboarding appeared in the
X Games for the first time in 1998 because of
Segovia-Krause’s activism and conviction for
women’s place in the sport of skateboarding.
However, girls’ skateboarding wasn’t completely
adopted into the X Games until 2003.
hard work pays off

Cara-Beth Burnside was one of the skaters
in the first X Games that Segovia-Krause
volunteered for. Burnside pioneered women’s
professional skateboarding in California and led
the way for women’s sponsorship in the world of
skateboarding, being the first female skater to
have her own signature shoe.
“It has to effect girls who see other girl
skateboarders,” Segovia-Krause says. “For
example Cara-Beth Burnside said she started
skating because she saw another girls skating
at Paramount skatepark. She took off her rollerskates and said, ‘Wait, I don’t need to be on
roller-skates. Girls can skateboard.’ So by seeing
another girl skateboard she said she just threw
her roller-skates away and never looked back.”
With competitions such as See Jane Skate
being gone from Calgary, the majority of future
skating events will be clinics.
Weeks has hosted Girls Skate Day in Tofino,
B.C., during the last weekend of June for the past
four years. She rents the skate park for the day,
young girls come out and the goal is to boost
their confidence on a skateboard.
“The future of skateboarding is with young
girls,” Weeks says.
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